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s h A K yA m u N i
shakyamuni, the “sage of the shakya clan,” is
the buddha of the present age, who achieved enlightenment some twenty-five hundred, while
sitting under the bodhi Tree in bodh Gaya, located in modern-day north india. he is depicted
here in his most famous pose, called “touching
the earth.” according to traditional accounts,
he was born as Prince siddhartha in southern
nepal. after his birth, his father the king summoned the court astrologers to predict his son’s
future. They predicted that he would become either a great king or a great sage. fearing that his
son might choose the latter path, the king sought
to shield him from any knowledge of the sufferings of the world. The prince remained within
the walls of the palace for twenty-nine years, during which time he married and fathered a son.
his curiosity eventually compelled him to ask
permission to see what lay in the world outside.
his father reluctantly agreed. in a series of chariot rides, the prince saw an old man, a sick man, a
corpse, and a meditating renunciant, thus learning for the first time of aging, sickness, death, and
that there are those who seek to escape the inevitable sufferings of worldly existence. against
his father’s wishes, he left the palace under cover
of darkness and went out in search of liberation
from birth and death. after six years of often
extreme ascetic practice in the company of five
companions, he concluded that self-mortification
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Cave bear skull shrine at Chauvet Cave, France. Photo ©Jean-Michele Geneste

was not the path to enlightenment. abandoned by his friends, he sat down under a tree
to meditate alone.
There he was attacked by mara, who is sometimes referred to as “the buddhist devil,” but is
in fact the deity of desire and death. fearing that
the prince was about to escape his domain, the
god sent his army of demons to attack him, loosing a hail of weapons at the prince, who sat serenely in the posture of meditation. The arrows,
spears, cudgels, boulders, and flaming coals
never reached the prince, turning into flower
blossoms in midair and drifting harmlessly to
the ground. after a series of such attacks, mara
decided to challenge the prince’s right to occupy the place beneath the tree. The prince responded that the meritorious deeds he had done
in his past lives had earned him the right to do
so. Knowing that the prince was alone, with no
one to verify his claim, mara challenged the
prince to produce a witness. The prince touched
the ground with his right hand, calling on the
goddess of the earth to bear witness to his virtue. she responded by causing a a tremor. finally
vanquished, mara and his minions withdrew.
The prince then meditated all night. at dawn, he
was enlightened or, more literally, “awakened.”
The sanskrit term is buddha.
for reasons that are not entirely clear, the
buddha is most often depicted not in the posture

Shakyamuni Buddha
Mongolia, probably Dolonnor, late 18th–early 19th century
Silver, turquoise, gilt copper, coral, mother-of-pearl, and lapis lazuli
58.4 x 30.5 x 27.8 cm (23 x 12 x 10 15/16 in)
The Alice S. Kandell Collection
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery S2011.10a-c
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uesto prezioso volume presenta 50 opere d’arte tibetane – sculture, dipinti, strumenti musicali e oggetti rituali, della straordinaria collezione di Alice S. Kandell, recentemente donata all’Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution, di Washington DC. Le opere, che si datano dalla
fine del XIII agli inizi del XX secolo, includono veri e propri capolavori ed
esempi emblematici dell’arte buddista tibetana. In questo volume sono però
presentate non tanto come singole opere d’arte ma in quanto elementi costitutivi di un santuario buddista tibetano. I santuari, da quelli di dimensioni
modeste a quelli imponenti, costituiscono i luoghi primari della pratica religiosa dei buddisti tibetani, sia che si tratti di leggere le scritture sacre, che
praticare riti, recitare le preghiere o meditare.
I saggi introduttivi del volume sono incentrati sui santuari buddisti tibetani,
dettagliando la loro evoluzione attraverso la storia del buddismo, il loro ruolo
speciale in Tibet, e su come le opere della collezione Kandell sono stati acquisite e poi mostrate in santuari e istituzioni di tutto il Nordamerica. Quaranta
schede dedicate alle singole opere d’arte o ai gruppi di oggetti, e illustrate da
una splendida campagna fotografica, descrivono gli oggetti per la loro valenza
artistica e per la loro importanza nella pratica religiosa buddista, mettendone
in luce le molte funzioni essenziali all’interno di un santuario tibetano. Che si
tratti di un’immagine del Buddha o di un teschio umano trasformato in coppa, tutti sono elementi del santuario, il luogo dove si riuniscono gli ispirati.
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to celebrate this miraculous event. at the base
of the stairway, five goddesses make offerings to
the buddha. in the lower left, the king arrives to
greet the buddha. having dismounted from his
white royal elephant, he bears the golden wheel
of the chakravartin, the universal monarch.
The flying monk, who soars toward the buddha in heaven, alludes to another important
part of this story. during the three months that
the buddha spent teaching in the heaven of the
Thirty-Three, his disciples were saddened by his
absence—especially one of his major patrons,
King udayana. he asked the monk maudgalyayana, who surpassed all monks in magical
powers, to transport a five-foot piece of special
sandalwood and thirty-two artists to the top of
mount sumeru, so that the artists could carve a
statue of the buddha, one artist for each of the
thirty-two marks that adorn the body of a buddha. The completed image—the first, according
to buddhist tradition—was returned to earth
and presented to King udayana. much lore surrounds this legendary sculpture and its location,
variously said to be india, china, and Japan.
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south face of mount sumeru is shown in the
painting. The sun and the moon orbit mount sumeru. beneath the staircase, there is a rabbit
in a circle. This is the moon; in indian mythology there is a rabbit on the moon. on the summit of mount sumeru, the buddha sits teaching
the abhidharma. in the bottom right corner, the
buddha receives a begging bowl of food while
teaching a monk, probably shariputra, who sits
at the base of a stupa depicting ushnishavijaya.
in Tibet, she is worshipped as a long-life deity.
The central scene is the buddha’s triumphal
descent. dressed in the patchwork robes of the
monk, his left hand makes the gesture of teaching, his right hand is in the gesture of giving. The
two gods who made the stairway stand to either
side: brahma on his proper right and shakra
to his left, each accompanied by an attendant.
Two monks stand at the buddha’s feet, likely
shariputra and maudgalyayana; the white-faced
figure behind them may be the nun utpalavarna, who vowed to be the first person to greet
the buddha upon his return to earth. in the sky,
gods rain down flowers and auspicious objects
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and of the specific monastery in particular. in
a museum shrine, such sectarian identities
are obscured or incomplete; most collections
assembled outside of the Tibetan buddhist
world are concerned with acquiring important
pieces. They are less concerned with representing complete lineages and sets of deities.
Tibetans had always carried their sacred
images with them, taking them from their
own shrines when they traveled. statues
were placed in amulet boxes called gau and
hung around the neck or strapped to the body.
Thangka paintings were designed to be rolled
up and carried on one’s back. Tibetans thus
transported images across the vast domain of
Tibetan buddhism, which included not just Tibet but sikkim, nepal, bhutan, mongolia, and
regions of both india and china. With the chinese invasion of Tibet in 1950 and the flight of
the dalai lama to india in 1959, Tibetans also
carried images with them into exile. many of
these made their way to new York.
images that Phillip rudko acquired in subsequent years would later be purchased by al-

ice Kandell, who displayed them, along with
many other pieces she obtained, in her apartment in manhattan. Through her generosity,
several versions of that shrine have been exhibited at a number of museums, beginning
with the freer|sackler in 2010. in 2011, alice
Kandell gave the freer|sackler two hundred
and twenty objects to be accessioned over several years. a group of these pieces were loaned to
the rubin museum in new York, which exhibited them with pieces from its own collection
in 2011. in 2016, freer|sackler loaned another
group of pieces from the Kandell collection
to the carlos museum at emory university. in
2017, alice Kandell added forty more pieces to
her gift to freer|sackler. These pieces, together with those from the 2011 gift, were used
for the most extensive version of the shrine,
which served as one of the focal points for the
exhibition that opened in october 2017. each
iteration of the Kandell shrine has simultaneously reflected the intention of the collector,
the story of the collection, and the culture of
Tibetan buddhism, while refracting the inter-

pretation and setting of the host institution.
each site has shown the shrine room anew.
Tibetans are a nomadic people and their
sacred objects are also nomads, making their
way across vast plains and over snowy mountain passes for centuries, finding a temporary home in a shrine, sometimes in a temple,
sometimes in a humble home, sometimes in
a nomad’s tent. like beings taking rebirth in
the various realms of samsara, they have wandered from shrine to shrine, receiving the offerings of the faithful. in the twentieth century, those images have wandered into exile,
many now receiving a different kind of veneration: that of art connoisseurs and museum
visitors. a magnificent group of these precious objects found a new home: the Kandell
shrine of the freer|sackler of the smithsonian
institution. The statues and thangkas have
migrated around the world, finding their way
through routes direct and circuitous, to yet another configuration of a sacred space.

Original installation of the Kandell Shrine at her New York City residence.
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out among groups of the buddha’s lay followers, each claiming that the buddha’s relics were
rightfully theirs. before the dispute could become violent, a brahmin named drona took an
urn and divided the relics—pieces of bone and
teeth—into eight portions, which he then gave
to eight different groups. someone else took the
ashes from the funeral pyre, and drona kept the
urn, now sacred itself because it had contained
the relics of the buddha. each of these—the
eight portions, the ashes, and the urn—were enshrined in a stupa, making ten stupas.
according to the buddhist scriptures, therefore, the instructions for the making of the first
buddhist shrines as well as the instructions for
how to worship them were made by the buddha himself, as he explained how to cremate his
body, entomb his relics, and then worship them.
stupas were indeed built at the place of his birth,
enlightenment, first sermon, and death, and pilgrims did visit them. however, scholars speculate that these deathbed instructions of the
buddha are in fact posthumous, that they were
composed after the four sites had already been
established as places of pilgrimage. That is, it is
possible that these instructions were inserted
in the account of the last days of the buddha
long after his passing in order to promote the
worship of stupas and the practice of pilgrimage.
it is said that the emperor ashoka, some two
hundred years later, broke the ten original stupas open, gathered the relics and enshrined
them in 84,000 stupas. despite this hyperbole,
the stupa would become the quintessential buddhist shrine. as buddhism spread across asia,
the stupa would take on many different architectural styles and be known by different names:
the chedi of Thailand, the chorten of Tibet, and the
pagoda of east asia are all forms of the stupa.
in Tibet, the stupa developed into a variety of
forms. although some monks were cremated,
the bodies of exalted figures such as the dalai

lamas and Panchen lamas would be mummified in the lotus position and entombed in large
stupas. much smaller stupas were also made to
hold the ashes of great lamas. such stupas were
often displayed in shrines, as in the case of the
stupas in the Kandell shrine.
by the time of ashoka, whose reign began
around 268 bce, there were not only stupas of
the buddha, but stupas for previous buddhas,
such as Kanakamuni. stupas became major sites
of pilgrimage, with the pious circumambulating
the stupa in a clockwise direction, sometimes
dipping their hands in sandalwood paste and
leaving their handprints on the side. stupas
were revered because they were the last physical remnant of the buddha. according to early
buddhist doctrine, nirvaṇa was the complete
cessation of mind and body. When the buddha
died, he did not ascend to heaven or depart for
another realm. he essentially ceased to exist.
What remained behind were his words and his
relics. his words, however, existed only in the
form of sound in the first centuries after his
death, memorized and chanted by monks; they
would not begin to be written down until some
four centuries after his death. his relics thus took
on great meaning; the buddha was believed to be
alive inside his stupa. This is vividly portrayed
in the Lotus Sutra, where in the eleventh chapter, a massive jeweled stupa emerges from the
earth and floats in the air. a voice is heard from
inside. When the buddha levitates from his seat
on vulture Peak and opens the door to the stupa,
a living buddha is seated inside; he explains that
he vowed long ago that his stupa would appear
wherever the Lotus Sutra is being taught.
When, some four hundred years after the buddha’s death, buddhist monks began to preach
sermons that became what are known as the
mahayana sutras (such as the Lotus Sutra), they
often did so in the presence of stupas because
of the sanctity and authority associated with
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received. a Tibetan shrine often has burning
butter lamps and lighted sticks of incense on
the altar, things that museums cannot allow.
and the rituals—and the people who perform
them—in the sacred spaces of Tibetan shrines,
rituals that enliven and empower them, present a quandary for modern museum curators.
They must mitigate the risk of art exhibitions
and educational programs turning into ethnographic displays of an exotic “other,” notorious in natural history museums and world
expositions of a bygone age.
finally, museum shrines tend to be ecumenical with a nyingma figure and a Geluk figure
sometimes displayed side by side, whereas
Tibetan buddhist shrines are generally sectarian. although the historical buddha and
various indian saints tend to be more ubiquitous, in the shrine of the assembly hall in a
Geluk monastery, for example, the Tibetan figures would include Tsong kha pa and his chief
disciples, images of the dalai and Panchen
lamas, as well as images of the major tutelary
and protector deities of the sect in general
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In PraIse of shrInes

The Buddha’s Descent from
the Heaven of the Thirty-Three
Central Tibet, probably Lhasa,
late 18th–mid 19th century
Mineral pigment and gold foil on sized cotton
66 x 44.5 cm (26 x 17 ½ in)
The Alice S. Kandell Collection
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery S2013.30

Gilt bronze stupa. Kandell Collection.
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